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Conclusions: The accuracy of digital impressions in implant dentistry depends on several aspects. The 
depth/angulation of the implant, the experience of the operator, the intra-oral scanner used, and 
environmental conditions may influence the accuracy of digital impressions in implant dentistry. 
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Results: In relation to precision, all five groups presented similar and acceptable results. The trueness 
analysis indicated that both the printed and the plaster models had average measurements that were 
different from the reference model. 
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Results: When grouped into homogenous subsets, the cheapest 3D printers in the group, namely the 
Anycubic printers and the Elegoo Mars, are statistically not dissimilar to the higher priced Asiga Max 
UV or even the mid-priced Formlabs printers in the X and Z dimensions. However, the Envisiontec 
One and D4K Pro, Ackuretta Sol and Asiga Max UV were statistically superior in terms of consistently 
accurate Y dimension. Although these printers use different technologies to print, no specific type of 
printer technology is more accurate than the others. 
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Abstract 

Background: We compare the accuracy of new intraoral scanners (IOSs) in full-arch digital implant 
impressions. Methods: A master model with six scan bodies was milled in poly(methyl methacrylate), 
measured by using a coordinate measuring machine, and scanned 15 times with four IOSs: PrimeScan, 
Medit i500, Vatech EZ scan, and iTero. The software was developed to identify the position points on 
each scan body. The 3D position and distance analysis were performed. Results: The average and ± 
standard deviation of the 3D position analysis was 29 μm ± 6 μm for PrimeScan, 39 μm ± 6 μm for 
iTero, 48 μm ± 18 μm for Mediti500, and 118 μm ± 24 μm for Vatech EZ scan (p < 0.05). Conclusions: 
All IOSs are able to make a digital complete implant impression in vitro according to the average 
misfit value reported in literature (150 μm); however, the 3D distance analysis showed that only the 
Primescan and iTero presented negligible systematic error sources. 
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Abstract 

Despite the fact that three-dimensional (3D) printing is frequently used in the manufacturing of 
occlusal splints, the effects of the 3D printer type and post-curing methods are still unclear. The aim 
of this study was to investigate the effect of the printer type (digital light processing: DLP; and liquid 
crystal display: LCD) as well as the post-curing method with two different atmospheric conditions (air 
and nitrogen gas (N2)) on the mechanical and surface properties of 3D-printed soft-type occlusal 
splint material. The evaluated properties were flexural strength, flexural modulus, Vickers hardness 
(VHN), fracture toughness, degree of double bond conversion (DC%), water sorption, water solubility, 
and 3D microlayer structure. The printer type significantly affected all the evaluated properties. 
Flexural strength, flexural modulus, and fracture toughness were significantly higher when specimens 
were printed by a DLP printer, while VHN and DC% were significantly higher, and a smoother surface 
was noticeably obtained when printed by an LCD printer. The post-curing at an N2 atmosphere 
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significantly enhanced all of the evaluated properties except water sorption, 3D microlayer structure, 
and fracture toughness. The current results suggested that the printer type and the post-curing 
methods would have an impact on the mechanical and surface properties of the evaluated material. 
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Abstract 

Background: The aim of this study is to evaluate the accuracy of a Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) 3D 
printer compared to a Direct Light Processing (DLP) 3D printer for dental model printing. 

Methods: Two different printers in terms of 3D printing technology were used in this study. One was 
a DLP 3D printer and one an LCD 3D printer. The accuracy of the printers was evaluated in terms of 
trueness and precision. Ten STL reference files were used for this study. For trueness, each STL file was 
printed once with each 3D printer. For precision, one randomly chosen STL file was printed 10 times 
with each 3D printer. Afterward, the models were scanned with a model scanner, and reverse 
engineering software was used for the STL comparisons. 

Results: In terms of trueness, the comparison between the LCD 3D printer and DLP 3D printer was 
statistically significant, with a p-value = 0.004. For precision, the comparison between the LCD 3D 
printer and the DLP 3D printer was statistically significant, with a p-value = 0.011. 

Conclusions: The DLP 3D printer is more accurate in terms of dental model printing than the LCD 3D 
printer. However, both DLP and LCD printers can accurately be used to print dental models for the 
fabrication of orthodontic appliances. 
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